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ABSTRACT: Oxides are essential catalysts and supports for noble
metal catalysts. Their interaction with hydrogen enables, e.g., their use
as a hydrogenation catalyst. Among the oxides considered reducible,
substantial differences exist in their capability to activate hydrogen and
how the oxide structure transforms due to this interaction. Noble
metals, like platinum, generally enhance the oxide reduction by
hydrogen spillover. This work presents a systematic temperature-
programmed reduction study (300 to 873 K) of iron oxide, ceria,
titania, zirconia, and alumina, with and without supported platinum.
For all catalysts, platinum enhances the reducibility of the oxide.
However, there are pronounced differences among all catalysts.

■ INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous catalysis is the backbone of the modern
chemical industry. Among the materials frequently used for
catalysis are transition metal oxides, either as catalysts1 or as
supports for nanosized metals.2 In the latter case, the metal
oxide support is not a mere active site carrier but adds essential
functions by so-called metal−support interactions.3 Such
catalysts are often exposed to hydrogen atmospheres during
the activation procedure to transform the catalyst precursor
into an active state,4 e.g., by reduction of the supported metal
or to induce structural modifications,5 or during the actual
catalytic operation in (de)hydrogenation reactions.6,7 Espe-
cially the use of oxides in catalyzed hydrogenation reactions is
interesting. However, why some oxides act as better hydro-
genation catalysts or supports than others is still poorly
understood.8 The activation of molecular hydrogen on the
catalyst surface is critical. A high energy barrier generally
hampers hydrogen activation on perfect metal oxide surfaces;
e.g., hydrogen dissociation on iron oxide surfaces has an
activation barrier of 4.4 eV.9 In contrast, hydrogen dissociation
on noble metals like platinum is barrier-free (<0.1 eV) and
readily occurs below room temperature.7,10−13 As a con-
sequence, the presence of platinum on the metal oxide surface
drastically influences the oxide by hydrogen spillover.14,15 In
the present study, we systematically investigated the hydrogen
uptake behavior of iron(III) oxide, cerium(IV) oxide (ceria),
zirconium(IV) oxide (zirconia), and aluminum(III) oxide
(alumina) in the presence and absence of platinum. Platinum
has, in all cases, an influence on the temperature of hydrogen
uptake. However, the platinum-induced hydrogen uptake
amount is oxide material dependent. In-situ X-ray diffraction

of the two most reducible supports, iron oxide and ceria,
revealed why some of the reported differences in catalytic
performance among oxides, which are generally considered
reducible, exist. This understanding, consequently, helps the
decision process for suitable oxide catalysts and support
materials.

■ METHODS AND MATERIALS
Sample Oreparation. Commercial iron(III) oxide (Prur-

atrem), cerium(IV) oxide (STREM Chemicals), titanium(IV)
oxide Aeroxide P25 (Acros Organics (ACR), 26% rutile, 74%
anatase), zirconium(IV) oxide (Acros Organics ACR), and γ-
aluminum(III) oxide (Condea) were used as support material.
The oxides were calcined in static air in a muffle furnace at 873
K for 12 h. After calcination, the support BET surface area was
determined via nitrogen physisorption (Micromeritics Tristar).
The platinum loading was adjusted to the determined surface
area of the support to result in a constant platinum loading of
around 3 × 10−4 mmolPt m−2 (see Table 1). Electrostatic
adsorption was used to deposit the platinum precursor (tetra-
ammine platinum(II) nitrate (99.995%, Sigma-Aldrich)) on
the oxides. The respective amount of precursor was dissolved
in ultrapure water; the water amount was adjusted to the
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support surface area (5000 m2 L−1). Then the pH value of the
solution was adjusted using ammonia to an initial pH value of
14. The oxide was added to the aqueous solution; the flask was
covered; and the solution was stirred for 24 h. Then the cover
was removed to evaporate water for 48 h. Finally, the materials
were calcined at 623 K in static air for 1 h (heating ramp 5 K
min−1).

Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR). Reduc-
tion experiments in 10% H2/Ar (Carbagas, >99.999% purity)
at ambient pressure were performed with a Micromeritics
AutoChem HP analyzer equipped with a temperature
conductivity detector (TCD). For each experiment, the total
gas flow was kept at 10 mL min−1. During the analysis, the gas
passed through a cold trap cooled with an ice-liquid slurry of
isopropanol (184 K) to condense water produced by the
reduction before the gas reached the TCD detector. For each
experiment, around 60−100 mg of the material was loaded
into a U-shaped quartz reactor tube. The sample was fixed
between two quartz wool plugs. Before each TPR experiment,
the sample was pretreated under a flow of He (50 mL min−1)
for 30 min at 373 K (ramp 20 K min−1) to desorb loosely
bound water from the sample surface. Subsequently, the
sample was cooled to 263 K and equilibrated for 30 min. Then,
the gas atmosphere was changed to 10% H2/Ar, and the
sample was exposed to that mixture for 30 min at 223 K. Then
the TPR experiment was started, and the sample tube was
heated to 873 K with a heating ramp of 10 K min−1. At 873 K,
the sample was kept for 20 min and then cooled to 303 K. The
hydrogen uptake was measured during the complete heating

and cooling cycle. Uptake refers to the difference between
hydrogen content in the feed and outlet gas stream. The
uptake can represent either incorporation into the catalyst or
production of water.

In-Situ X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD). In-situ XRD
measurements were carried out at the BM31 beamline of the
Swiss-Norwegian Beamlines (SNBL) at the European
Synchrotron Research Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France).
The samples were presented in a flow capillary setup described
by Chupas et al.16 in a 0.7 mm inner diameter quartz capillary
with 0.01 mm wall thickness (Hilgenberg). Around 5 mg of the
sample was placed between quartz wool. The temperature was
measured and controlled using a K-type thermocouple inside
the capillary. The sample was heated using two ceramic-
embedded tungsten coils. A gas mixture of Ar (>99.999%
purity) and H2 (>99.999% purity) was premixed to 50 mL
min−1 containing 10% H2. Initially, the sample was exposed to
a flow of Ar for 5 min to remove air from the capillary; then,
the gas feed was switched to the hydrogen mixture at 303 K.
After another 5 min, the TPR experiment was started using a
heating ramp of 5 K min−1. The sample was heated to 873 K.
When reaching the temperature, the sample was cooled to RT
by turning the heaters off. Diffraction data were continuously
collected at an X-ray beam energy of 36.6 keV in Debye−
Scherrer geometry using the PerkinElmer Dexela 2923 CMOS
detector.

X-ray Diffraction Pattern Refinement. The diffraction
data were averaged every 50 scans. Before the Rietveld analysis,
baselines were subtracted from all data sets using the program
Lines.17 The sequential refinement was performed using
TOPAS 7.18 The consecutive phases resulting from the initial
phase reduction were simultaneously matched to all sub-
sequent diffractograms, and their lattice parameters were
refined. The profile of Bragg peaks and their instrumental
broadening was described beforehand with the Pseudo−Voigt
function defined in the data collected at LaB6 standard. The
Lorentzian function was convoluted to the profile functions,
and the integral breadth enabled deriving the crystallite size.
Selected fits and data for Pt/CeO2 (Figure S1) and Pt/Fe2O3
(Figure S2) are provided in the Supporting Information.

Table 1. Platinum Loading and Surface Area of the Studied
Oxide Materials

metal oxide
BET

(m2 g−1)
Pt loading
(wt %)

Pt per surface unit
(mmol m−2)

Fe2O3 7 0.045 3.4 × 10−4

CeO2 50 0.25 2.6 × 10−4

TiO2 (P25) 48 0.24 2.6 × 10−4

ZrO2 4 0.027 3.6 × 10−4

γ-Al2O3 201 1.35 3.6 × 10−4

Figure 1. Temperature-dependent hydrogen uptake. (a) Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) in 10% H2/Ar (heating rate 10 K min−1) of
various metal oxides with and without platinum impregnation. The platinum weight loading was adjusted to the metal oxide surface area (see Table
1). (b) Accumulated hydrogen uptake during the TPR experiment. The label “x5” in (a) and (b) indicates that the data has been scaled 5-fold.
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■ RESULTS
This study considered five different oxide materials (Fe2O3,
CeO2, TiO2, ZrO2, and Al2O3). The oxides were chosen based
on their different degrees of reducibility. In line with their
decreasing reducibility, iron oxide, ceria, titania, zirconia, and
alumina show an increasing band gap19 (2.1, 3.0, 3.2, 5.4, and
7.3 eV). The oxides were impregnated with platinum. The
concentration of platinum per surface area is decisive for the
nature and size of formed platinum nanostructures.20 There-
fore, the platinum weight loading was adjusted for all catalysts
to the measured BET area of the catalyst (Table 1), yielding a
platinum surface concentration of 0.187 atomsPt nm−2.

Figure 1 shows the transient and accumulated hydrogen
uptake7,21 during the heating phase of the TPR for all oxides
with and without platinum loading. Uptake can either occur by
chemisorption of hydrogen in the sample or through water
formation. Platinum-free iron oxide and ceria show pro-
nounced hydrogen uptake starting at 603 and 585 K,
respectively. However, the uptake process was not completed
at the highest temperature for iron oxide. Titania and zirconia
show limited hydrogen uptake. Lastly, alumina shows
essentially no hydrogen uptake. The presence of platinum on
these supports yielded an apparent change in the TPR
behavior for all samples. In the presence of platinum, an
additional uptake originates from the complete reduction of
platinum oxide, formed by the calcination,7 even though the
platinum loading is low. Despite the low platinum loading of
0.045 wt % on the iron oxide surface, the principal reduction
peak shifts by about 150 K to lower temperatures due to the
presence of platinum, while the uptake is also incomplete at
the end of the experiment. A similar shift and increase in total
uptake are seen for the ceria sample (Figure 1b). For Pt/TiO2,
a detectable hydrogen uptake occurs, starting at low temper-
atures (360 K). Also, the TPR pattern of Pt/ZrO2 shows a
small uptake peak at low temperature; overall, however, the
process appears to be not drastically different from platinum-

free zirconia. The TPR pattern of the Pt/Al2O3 sample shows
two uptake peaks, which have been absent in the platinum-free
sample. The Pt/Al2O3 sample has the highest weight loading of
1.35 wt %, and the platinum oxide reduction is easily
observable. These two peaks have therefore been assigned to
the reduction of platinum oxide, which is firmly anchored on
alumina surfaces.21,22 The presence of two peaks potentially
originates from the initial reduction of the oxidized platinum
nanoparticles and later interfacial reduction.23,24

By this qualitative inspection, the hydrogen uptake differs for
each oxide. Figure 2a shows the quantified hydrogen uptake of
the TPR experiments. The hydrogen uptake was normalized to
the theoretically calculated total amount of oxygen in the
oxides. In the case of the platinum-loaded iron oxide, the
hydrogen uptake of 195 mmolH2 mol−1

O corresponds to the
removal of one-fifth of the total oxygen in the iron oxide. The
total uptake is strongly oxide-dependent. Iron oxide has the
highest uptake, and the presence of platinum increased the
hydrogen uptake by 41%. Ceria had around three times smaller
hydrogen uptake, and the presence of platinum increased the
uptake by 47%. Titania presents an exceptional case: in the
presence of platinum, the hydrogen uptake is around five times
smaller than for ceria. However, this uptake is 1100% higher
than for the platinum-free titania sample and starts to occur at
temperatures around 300 K, the lowest temperature observed
in this experimental series. The uptake for zirconia was 3.3
mmolH2 mol−1

O and 4.0 mmolH2 mol−1
O for the platinum-

loaded and platinum-free catalysts. This was a low uptake.
Consequently, the difference of 0.7 mmolH2 mol−1

O in the two
experiments is within the experimental error. Lastly, the
alumina samples show a hydrogen uptake comparable to that
of titania.

Figure 2b shows the hydrogen uptake normalized to the
amount of platinum, which also corresponds to a normalization
per surface area. The normalized uptake for the platinum-free
samples is also depicted using the same normalization factor as
for the corresponding platinum-loaded sample. Comparing the

Figure 2. Oxide-dependent hydrogen uptake. (a) Total hydrogen uptake of the H2-TPR experiment, including the heat up to 873 K, a dwell period
of 30 min, and subsequent cool down to 298 K for the platinum-loaded and platinum-free samples. (b) Hydrogen uptake normalized to the
platinum content of the samples, which also corresponds to a normalization per surface area. The Pt-free samples’ normalization was performed
using the same normalization factor per sample mass from the corresponding Pt-containing sample. Also, the temperature at which a total hydrogen
uptake of 5 molH2 mol−1

Pt was reached for the platinum-loaded samples. For platinum-free titania and alumina this uptake amount was not reached
within the experiment, and consequently, no data point is plotted for the two samples. The error bar was calculated based on the standard deviation
of two performed TPR experiments.
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platinum-normalized samples, iron oxide shows an almost 2
orders of magnitude larger value than ceria, titania, and
zirconia. Those three oxides have very similar platinum-
normalized values. Alumina follows with the lowest value of
around 5 molH2 mol−1

Pt, showing that the platinum alumina
sample can barely consume more hydrogen than needed for
the platinum oxide reduction. Figure 2b also depicts the
temperature at which this hydrogen uptake per platinum was
reached (so for alumina, this is 873 K). This temperature was
chosen since it allows a fair comparison between the different
oxides and represents the start of the reduction that exceeds
mere platinum oxide and platinum−oxide interface reduction.
For comparison, the temperature for the same amount of
hydrogen consumption is also given for the platinum-free
samples. For platinum-free titania and alumina, this degree of
hydrogen consumption was not reached by the end of the
experiment.

Figure 2 allows general observations: Iron oxide is the
strongest responder to a hydrogen environment. Also, in the
absence of platinum, the hydrogen consumption implied
interaction with more than 10% of the oxygen in the oxide

lattice. Such interaction can be the removal of lattice oxygen by
water formation, resulting in oxygen vacancies, the formation
of hydroxyls and hydrides, and or phase transformations (e.g.,
Fe3O4, FeO, or Fe(0)). Especially with the iron oxide’s low
surface area, the reduction goes beyond a surface reduction,
but bulk processes are involved. Platinum enhances this
process significantly by reducing the temperature necessary for
the uptake process by 150 K. Ceria, titania, and zirconia show,
normalized by platinum and surface area, comparable uptake
values, which indicate that for these oxides the surface area is
decisive for the uptake process. For titania (P25), platinum has
to be present to trigger reduction. For ceria and zirconia, the
presence of platinum significantly shifts the required temper-
atures to lower values. The total amount of hydrogen uptake
on zirconia is hardly affected by platinum. This obseravtion is
in line with other studies25−27 and suggests that the amount of
hydrogen that is consumed by the zirconia catalysts is purely
dependent on the zirconia structure. However, the kinetic
barriers to produce vacacines and activate hydrogen are
influenced by platinum, in line with theory.28,29

Figure 3. In-situ X-ray powder diffraction of iron oxide samples. In-situ XRD patterns recorded with 36.6 keV X-rays. TPR experiments were
performed in 10% H2/Ar and a heating ramp of 5 K min−1. (a) Selected diffraction patterns of Pt/Fe2O3 and Fe2O3 as a function of temperature.
The solid line represents the fit, and circle symbols are the data. (b) Weight fractions of crystalline Fe2O3, Fe3O4, FeO, and metallic Fe are
determined by Rietveld refinement as a function of temperature (top panel: Pt/Fe2O3, bottom panel: Fe2O3). (c) Oxygen loss rate calculated by the
first derivative of the oxygen content determined by the phase fractions depicted in (b). (d) The crystal size of the present iron oxide phases (with a
phase fraction >5%) was determined by Rietveld refinement.
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Pt/Al2O3, normalized by platinum, is the least reductive
oxide. Hydrogen uptake exceeds the amount of platinum by a
factor of 5, and no reduction is seen without platinum. This
means hydrogen reduces only locally around the platinum
structural changes, in line with previous studies showing that
hydrogen spillover can occur for Pt/Al2O3 systems only to a
minimal extent, if at all.15,30

Iron oxide, ceria, and titania showed interesting behavior in
the presence of platinum. The TPR behavior of titania was
recently studied in detail.7 The hydrogen uptake behavior
strongly depends on the hydrogen pressure used for reduction.
For example, under 1 bar of hydrogen, anatase will transform
into rutile at 900 K. Therefore, the iron oxide and ceria
samples were further investigated with in-situ high-resolution
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using synchrotron radiation of 36.6
keV. The heating rate was decreased compared to the
hydrogen uptake measurements to 5 K min−1 to increase the
temperature resolution of the experiment.

Figure 3a shows the evolution of the diffraction patterns of
the iron oxide sample across selected temperatures. With
increasing temperature, the initial reflections diminished, and
new ones appeared. This observation evidences the phase
transition, which was assumed from the high level of hydrogen
consumption measured during the hydrogen uptake experi-
ments. The final phase, which was present by the end of the
diffraction experiment, was metallic bcc iron. However, a
remaining 0.5% of Fe3O4 was also observed for platinum−iron
oxide. The data were fitted using sequential Rietveld
refinement. The resulting phase quantification (Figure 3b)
shows the sequential reduction of Fe2O3 to Fe3O4 to Fe0 for
both samples. There are distinct differences between the two
samples. In line with the previous observation (Figure 1), the
platinum-containing iron oxide was reduced at a lower
temperature (523 K vs 580 K). The difference in reduction
temperature for the two samples was smaller than in the
hydrogen uptake experiments due to the slower heating ramp
in the diffraction experiment.31 After Fe3O4 reached the

Figure 4. In-situ X-ray powder diffraction of ceria samples. In-situ XRD patterns recorded with 36.6 keV X-rays. TPR experiments were performed
in 10% H2/Ar and a heating ramp of 5 K min−1. Diffraction patterns of (a) Pt/CeO2 and (b) CeO2 during the TPR experiment. (c) Evolution of
the ceria particle size as a function of temperature. (d) The first derivative of the particle size of ceria. The particle size shows a negative evolution at
low temperatures. These negative trends coincide with the onset of hydrogen uptake in the inset. (e) Change in the ceria lattice parameter and the
expected lattice parameter change with temperature assuming a constant thermal expansion coefficient of α = 1 × 10−5 K−1.40 The lattice parameter
change originates from two contributions: thermal expansion and Ce3+ formation due to oxygen removal and hydrogen incorporation. (f) The first
derivative of the measured lattice parameter corrected by the linear thermal expansion expected from the change in temperatures.
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maximum concentration, metallic iron started forming. The
iron formation occurred at similar temperatures (670 K) for
both samples. Also, the temperature at which all iron oxide was
converted into metallic iron was the same for both samples
(790 K). Figure 3c shows the oxygen loss per temperature unit
calculated from the phase fraction. These data can be
compared to the TPR profiles in Figure 1a. The slower
heating rate and higher gas hourly space velocity in the
diffraction experiment lead to the complete reduction, while in
the hydrogen uptake experiment (Figures 1 and 2), around
20% of the total accessible oxygen was removed by hydrogen.
The XRD results show that the incomplete uptake observed in
Figure 1 is purely due to kinetics, and a complete reduction is
possible within the temperature and hydrogen pressure range.
However, the shape of the TPR profile was very similar.
Platinum mainly influences the initial reduction from Fe2O3 to
Fe3O4. The reduction of Fe3O4 and the further reduction
kinetics are independent of the platinum.

A deeper analysis revealed relevant differences, notably that
together with the formation of metallic iron a small fraction of
FeO (around 3%) was only formed when platinum was absent
(Figure 3b). More remarkable are the particle size changes of
the sample. The initial Fe2O3 particle size of the platinum-free
sample was larger (around 1.7 μm) than the platinum-
containing sample (0.3 μm). Even though the iron oxide was
calcined before at higher temperatures (874 K), the platinum
impregnation treatment, including calcination at lower temper-
atures (623 K), led to a restructuring of the iron oxide.
Potentially, dissolution in the aqueous phase during impreg-
nation strongly contributed to this process. In both cases, the
reduction of Fe2O3 leads to the formation of Fe3O4 particles of
much smaller domain size but similar for both samples (35 and
45 nm). The temperature at which the nucleation of bcc
metallic iron occurs and at which it is fully formed is the same
for both samples. The platinum has a smaller impact at higher
temperatures, either because the hydrogen coverage is lower at
higher temperatures, the thermodynamics of iron oxide
reduction determines this step, or in both samples the rate-
limiting step for the reduction is the same. Under the
conditions in the reactor with a very high hydrogen-to-water
ratio, metallic iron formation should be thermodynamically
possible at lower temperatures.32,33 Therefore, the reduction of
metallic iron is dominated by the same rate-limiting step. The
size evolution of the formed iron, however, is remarkably
different for the two samples. The presence of platinum limited
the crystal growth of bcc iron and allowed only 250 nm crystals
that otherwise, upon the absence of platinum, reached beyond
1 μm size. This size difference indicates different reduction
mechanisms. One potential explanation for this observation is
that finely distributed platinum across the surface serves as
nucleation sites, leading to a much higher number of nuclei,
and, finally, smaller crystals. In the absence of platinum,
nucleation of the iron phase occurs at fewer surface defects and
favors crystal growth. Consequently, platinum significantly
influenced the transformation of the catalyst during the
reduction in hydrogen.

Figures 4a and b show the recorded diffraction patterns of
Pt/CeO2 and platinum-free ceria, respectively. None of the
patterns indicate that a phase change occurred. All ceria
reflections showed a shift to lower angles. In addition, the
reflections of both samples became sharper. A consequent
Rietveld refinement showed the evolution of the particle size
(Figure 4c). Also, the platinum deposition treatment induced a

change in particle size for ceria. However, in contrast to iron
oxide, the platinum deposition caused an increase in ceria
crystal size (from 3.7 to 4.9 nm). During the TPR up to 573 K,
the ceria crystal size slightly shrunk (Figures 4c and d) by 0.8
and 0.9 Å for the loaded and unloaded Pt, respectively. This
shrinkage corresponds to less than a unit cell loss. It may be
due to the interaction of hydrogen with the surface. Indeed, for
both samples, the two shrinkage events at 373 and 490 K
coincide with the first measured hydrogen uptake (inset in
Figure 4d). Beyond 573 K, both samples started to sinter. By
the end of the experiment, both ceria samples reached similar
particle sizes of 6.5 and 7.0 nm. Given these similarities in final
size and growth-inducing temperature, platinum’s presence did
not significantly influence the sintering behavior under
hydrogen. Since the ceria was initially calcined at 873 K, the
sintering observed was induced by hydrogen.

Much larger differences were seen in the lattice parameter
changes (Figure 4e). The ceria lattice parameter of Pt/CeO2
increased sharply at 473 K. Then, the parameter plateaued and
continued to increase at 773 K until the end of the experiment.
The pure ceria sample behaved differently. Initially, the lattice
parameter was larger than that of the platinum-containing
ceria. It may be a strain effect on smaller grains packed in the
packed catalyst bed. Upon increasing the temperature, there
was no sudden increase in the lattice parameter, and the unit
cell started to expand at a higher temperature (573 K). The
lattice expansion exceeded that expected by a calculated linear
thermal expansion (Figure 4e). The increase in the lattice
parameter beyond thermal expansion can arise from two
origins: the formation of larger Ce3+ ions (either by
incorporating hydrogen into the ceria lattice or by oxygen
removal from the lattice) or the incorporation of platinum into
the ceria lattice.

Given that both samples arrive at the same final lattice
parameter, the latter origin is unlikely. Lattice expansion was
reported previously for bare ceria in hydrogen to occur above
600 K, which agrees with our observation.34−36 Also, it was
calculated that incorporating hydrogen into the ceria lattice to
a stoichiometry of HCe2O4 results in a lattice parameter
expansion of 1.5%.37 Hydrogen incorporation is potentially
reversible in a TPR experiment if hydrogen is released from the
crystal lattice.7,34 Oxygen removal is nonreversible during a
TPR. Both effects potentially contribute to the observed
process. The first derivative of the lattice parameter (corrected
by the linear thermal expansion, Figure 4f) is directly
proportional to the hydrogen uptake measured in Figure 1.
The trend in the derivative of the lattice parameter resembles
the uptake curve for both samples. For Pt/CeO2, it was
negative after the initial uptake (490−760 K). This shrinkage
in the lattice parameter hints at the release of hydrogen from
the ceria lattice. Adsorbed hydrogen will become less stable at
higher temperatures and can desorb via reversible spillover.38

Since a change of the whole ceria bulk structure was seen at
much lower temperatures for Pt/CeO2, it is evident that the
spillover process was not limited to a surface process. Most
likely, the exchange of oxygen and cerium ions between the
bulk and surface39 and the migration of hydrogen into the
lattice contribute to spreading the spillover throughout the
sample. However, in the case of ceria, the final structure
appears comparable to the platinum-free and -containing
sample.
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■ DISCUSSION
Even though the term reducibility is broadly used in the
literature to describe the properties of oxides, there is not a
single definition of the term reducibility.28,41−43 Consequently,
systematic studies like the present one are needed to elucidate
aspects of reducibility and to broaden the understanding of this
term. The detailed diffraction study of iron oxide and ceria and
the TPR results for titania, zirconia, and alumina put these
results into perspective. It is common to compare TPR studies
of oxides with the same weight loading of, e.g., platinum.22,44

In such studies, the different platinum surface density leads to
deviating platinum structures.20 In the present work, the
comparison of oxide materials with the same surface loading of
platinum allows in comparison to other studies direct
quantitative evaluation of different behavior. For iron oxide,
ceria, and titania, the major findings of this work are
schematically depicted in Scheme 1, which highlights the
diverse nature of hydrogen interaction with platinum−metal
oxide catalysts.13 Iron oxide has the lowest uptake temperature
for hydrogen in the presence of platinum via spillover and is an
excellent hydrogenation catalyst for aromatic nitrocom-
pounds.45 However, easily induced phase transition may be
an unwanted effect in catalysis since it may corrupt the
catalyst’s lifetime. Furthermore, this low reduction temperature
explains the origin of the very often reported encapsulation of
the noble metal with iron oxide during reduction or reaction,
the so-called classical strong metal−support interaction.46−51

Distinctively different from iron oxide are the other studied
oxides. None of them undergo a crystal phase transformation.
However, the XRD study on ceria revealed relevant details in
the ceria structure. There is a temperature dependence of the
hydrogen interaction. First, the ceria particles shrink, which
suggests a surface reduction. This was also indicated by XPS
depth profile measurements of a Pt/CeO2 catalyst in hydrogen
at 403 K, which saw an enriched concentration of Ce3+ at the
surface.52 Then, a substantial change in the lattice parameter
occurred as soon as more pronounced hydrogen uptake
occurred. Other work also suggested that hydrogen diffusion
into the bulk occurs.36,37 The differences in hydrogen uptake
for ceria to titania are very interesting. Both oxides are

considered as prominent reducible supports, and therefore, the
behavior is assumed to be similar.41 By direct comparison
within one study it is shown that ceria can activate hydrogen
on its own,34,53 while for titania, platinum is required.
Consequently, pure ceria can be used as a hydrogenation
catalyst at elevated temperature,54,55 and titania is merely a
support for hydrogenation reactions and does not act on its
own.56,57 As soon as platinum is added, the uptake starts at
lower temperatures. Consequently, hydrogen spillover readily
occurs over Pt/TiO2.

7 Even though the studied ceria and
titania materials had comparable surface areas, the total
hydrogen uptake for ceria was much higher. Therefore,
hydrogen spillover in Pt/TiO2 potentially remains mainly a
surface process at temperatures below 673 K at low hydrogen
pressures.7 This limitation to a surface process is even more
pronounced for zirconia. Here, normalization by surface area
shows that the hydrogen uptake is comparable to titania.
Nevertheless, the total uptake was relatively small. Using the
stable zirconia for catalysis involving hydrogen spillover
appears feasible.58−60

In a catalytic process that also contains oxidant as a catalytic
reagent besides hydrogen, this oxidant can counteract the
observed reduction processes, and therefore, the reduction
may not proceed to such a deep level.4,6 Moreover, the
counterplay of hydrogen reduction and the following oxidation
can induce dynamics at the platinum metal oxide interface,
which would not occur in a purely reducing environment.61

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, the systematic study of the temperature-
programmed hydrogen interaction showed that the fate of
hydrogen and the consequences for the oxide structure are very
different for different reducible oxides. The extent of phase
transformation (which occurs for iron oxide), bulk reduction
(ceria), and surface reduction (iron oxide > ceria > titania >
zirconia > alumina) is oxide dependent. The addition of
platinum reduces the temperature of hydrogen uptake and
enhances the interaction in all metal oxides. Platinum acts as a
hydrogen dissociative adsorption site and alters the oxide
structure via hydrogen spillover. Assuming directly comparable

Scheme 1. Schematic Consequences of Hydrogen Interaction with Iron Oxide, Ceria, and Titaniaa

aThe difference in hydrogen interaction for platinum-free and -containing samples is illustrated for the studied iron oxide, ceria, and titania. Iron
oxide subsequently undergoes a phase transition to metallic iron. Ceria is taking up hydrogen, resulting in a change of the bulk lattice parameter.
Lastly, titania only interacts with hydrogen in the presence of platinum (MOx = metal oxide).
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pathways of hydrogen spillover for all reducible metals results
in an underestimation of this highly complex behavior.
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